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This resume guide contains an overview of the sections you should include in your
resume, a sample resume, and pages for notes or brainstorming. You should ensure to
use this as a guide only, and to include your information and formatting.

OVERVIEW OF EACH SECTION

Describe your history and experiences, which can be influenced by both personal and
professional experiences, such as becoming a parent, or professional experience in the
early childhood and other sectors .Tell a short story about yourself and what skills and
knowledge you have accumulated over your work history.

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

PROFESSIONAL PHILOSOPHY

How does your personal philosophy relate to your objective? Why do you want to own
or operate a family day care service, or advance in your career?  What do you believe
children, families and educators deserve or should be treated? What is parent’s role in
their child’s educational program? How do children learn?

EDUCATION

This is where you list your qualifications in order of completion, the institute you studied
with, and the year you graduated (use complete titles of qualifications and the full name
of the training organisation you received them from).

 *Remember! you are measured first on your resume so it should be clear, well laid out,
checked for grammar and spelling of course and provide enough information for what
you are trying to achieve (approval, new job etc). A resume does not have to be long,
two to three pages is generally ample. I have a 30 year career and mine is two pages. i
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Job Title / Dates of Employment

This is the place for a brief summary of your key responsibilities and most stellar
accomplishments.

EXPERIENCE

AWARDS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Type of Award / Award Description



CONTACT DETAILS
Address:
12 Jones Street, 
Coburg, Vic, 3058

Phone: 
(03) 9555-6236

E-Mail:
jane.smith@email.com.au

J A N E  S M I T H
RESUME

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

PROFESSIONAL PHILOSOPHY

I have worked in a range of sectors including retail and help desk.
During my career I have always been held in high regard as both a
team player, and I able to work alone to achieve what has been
required of me. 

During my time in retail I was dealing with customers face to face which
required me to implement customer service and problem-solving
principles. I was aware of the policies that guided and informed what I
was able to achieve for customers, such as returns, this required me to
ensure I was aware of the standards and practices set by the store and
also general requirements as set by industry standards. I presented
myself professionally and participated in marketing and promotion of the
business displaying my commitment to my employer and their goals. 

My role as a customer service officer in a call centre required me to deal
with customers that were sometimes stressed or overwhelmed, I
applied calming strategies and problem solving to assist with their
issues and again was required to follow policies and standards as set
by the regulatory body. 

My experience has seen me develop excellent customer service skills,
the ability to follow both employer and industry regulations and
standards to assist people in achieving their goals to the satisfaction of
each party. 

I believe that children should be respected and placed as central to all
decisions. I believe that early childhood is a time in children’s lives that
is vital to their overall development and early childhood education
should be a deliberate, ongoing strategy.
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EDUCATION

I also believe that families have a very different view of their children, as
they hold life-long goals for their child, and as an education and care
service we are responsible for supporting families. I recognise this is a
professional service that should ensure children are ‘not’ minded but
‘educated’ and although child care is an extension to their home-life
educators are not substitutes for families and the values they hold. 

Education and care services will work with families to ensure their
values, culture and needs are met and supported. I believe that people
who work with children should hold themselves to a high standard and
remain and act professional at all times with children that are enrolled
into the service. This includes attending regular training to ensure the
educational program is developed in conjunction with current best
practices.

Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care CHC50113
University of Queensland
2015

EXPERIENCE

JPS Advisers
Title: CoordinatorJuly 2015 – December 2018  

Responsibilities: 

Monitoring and supporting the service to ensure the education and care
regulations are consistently being adhered to. This required me to have:

- A thorough understanding of the application of the related laws and
regulations. 
- Monitoring and supervisory skills 
- Training skills to assist others 
- Customer service skills to assist families 
- A sound understanding of early childhood development 
- Record keeping and reporting skills 
- An understanding and application of the service’s governance and
management structure and implement line management and reporting
mechanisms to ensure the smooth operation of the service 
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AWARDS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

I was awarded employee of the month when we achieved Exceeding
during an Assessment and Rating. It was acknowledged by my
employer that I played an integral role in the overall improvement of the
service

- A sound understanding of adult learning principles 
- A sound understanding of Approved Learning Frameworks and their
application to the educational program and individual children’s needs
- An understanding and application of leadership skills 
- The ability to reflect on my own performance, and to develop and
commit to professional development 
- An understanding of QIP development and implementation 

Whilst I was employed at JPS Advisers, I ensured the education and
care framework was continually met, and that as a service we were
continually improving. Whilst I was employed at the service, we had
very little staff turnover, children were displaying the 5 learning
outcomes, and families were consistently happy with the service. 

Also, during this period, we managed to achieve "Exceeding" under the
National Quality Framework which was in part due to the education and
monitoring programs I had developed and delivered during staff and
other meetings. 

My employer found me to be punctual, committed and professional at
times.
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